Message from the Chair

Greetings to all ASEE Fellows:

Hopefully you are enjoying the beginning of a good summer and looking forward to meeting in Indianapolis. We hope to see you at our annual Academy Fellows Breakfast on Wednesday, June 18, 8:45am to 10:15am. The location is the JW Marriot-White River A room in the JW Marriot Hotel. If you have not already purchased your ticket, you can do so on-site. We look forward to another great time greeting familiar and new faces. We are expecting Executive Director Norman Fortenberry, President Kenneth Galloway, and President-Elect Nicholas Altiero to join us and to each say a few words. We appreciate this opportunity to meet with these individuals in this special setting to learn more about current ASEE activities. These ASEE leaders invite the Academy of Fellows to give insight and suggestions for future activities of ASEE.

If you are not able to attend our breakfast meeting on June 18, there is still plenty of time for you to let us know what is happening by sending a quick email to any one of us: Frank.Gourley@mail.wvu.edu, Wallace.Fowler@austin.utexas.edu, or Mary.Anderson@asu.edu. We will pass your greetings on to those assembled.

2014 ASEE Fellows

We will also have the delightful opportunity to welcome 12 new Fellows to our Academy! Congratulations are in order to each of them for their contributions to the field.

Laura Bottomley
Director, Women in Engr & K-12 Outreach
College of Engineering
North Carolina State University

Rebecca Brent
President and Consultant
Education Designs Inc.

Christine Cunningham
Founder and Director,
Engineering is Elementary,
Vice President, Museum of Science, Boston

Patricia Hall
Associate Dean,
Continuing Engineering & Science Education
University of Tulsa

Jason M. Keith
Professor, Director, and Chair,
School of Chemical Engineering,
Mississippi State Univ
As usual, we will have the opportunity to welcome the new ASEE Fellows for 2014.

This is my last letter to you as Chair, since I will be turning the gavel over to Wally Fowler at the end of our June Breakfast Meeting. I have enjoyed being your Chair for the past two years and thank you for the honor of serving in this capacity. It is a unique opportunity to be able to chair a group with no dues, no charter, no by-laws, no committees. While some may be unheralded prophets in their own country, it is great to know that ASEE recognizes the importance of engineering education and the hard work and efforts of individuals to make life better for all engineering students. The primary requirement of ASEE Academy of Fellows officers, I have learned, is to not be too serious and to have some fun!

Many, many thanks go to Frank Gourley who has faithfully edited the ASEE Academy of Fellows Newsletter for eight years. Lucy Morse assisted with the Newsletter this year and has graciously volunteered to take over as Editor after this issue.

Remember, this is the organization that will not sign you up for a committee even if you attend (or not). I look forward to seeing all of you in Indianapolis.

Mary Anderson-Rowland, Chair, ASEE Academy of Fellows

---

2014 ASEE Fellows – cont’d

Kim LaScola Needy
Department of Industrial Engineering
University of Arkansas

Hamid R. Parsaei
Professor and Associate Dean, Academic Affairs
Mechanical Engineering
Texas A&M University at Qatar

Jeffrey L. Ray
Dean and Professor
School of Engineering Technology & Mgmt
Southern Polytechnic State University

Mary A. Sadowski
Dean, Purdue Extended Campus
Dept of Computer Graphics Technology
Purdue University

Ann Saterbak
Professor
Department of Bioengineering
Rice University

Noel N. Schulz
Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Programs
College of Engineering
Kansas State University
Mark Your Calendars

2014 Annual Conference of ASEE:
Indianapolis, IN, June 15-18, 2014
Plan to be there!

Future Annual Conferences:
Seattle, WA, June 14-17, 2015
New Orleans, LA, June 26-29, 2016
Columbus, OH, June 26-29, 2017
Salt Lake City, June 24-27, 2018
Tampa, FL, June 16-19, 2019
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, June 21-24, 2020.

College Industry Education Conference.
Palm Springs, CA, 2015
Austin, TX, 2016
Jacksonville, FL, 2017

Engineering Deans Institute (EDI)
Kiawah Island, SC, April 12-15, 2015
San Francisco, CA, March 30 – April 2, 2016
Coral Gables, FL, April 2 - 5, 2017
New Orleans, LA, March 25 - 28, 2018

Engineering Technology Leadership Institute
Arlington, VA, October 9-10, 2014

International Forum on Engineering Educ
Seattle, WA, June 14-17, 2015
New Orleans, LA, June 26-29, 2016
Columbus, OH, June 26-29, 2017
Salt Lake City, June 24-27, 2018
Tampa, FL, June 16-19, 2019
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, June 21-24, 2020.

For additional info, visit: www.asee.org

2014 ASEE Fellows – cont’d

Fellows Receiving 2014 ASEE Awards

John J. Uhran Jr.
Professor Emeritus
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Univ of Notre Dame

National Engineering Economy Teaching Excellence Award
John A. White
Distinguished Professor and Chancellor Emeritus
Dept of Industrial Engr
University of Arkansas

ASEE Lifetime Achievement Award
James E. Stice
Professor Emeritus
Department of Emeritus
Department of Chemical Engineering
University of Texas

James H. McGraw Award
Robert J. Herrick
Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Technology
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN
News from the Flock – Spring 2014

We had a great response to the recent request for news sent to Fellows by email. Below are excerpts of those for your reading pleasure.

John and Betty Weese continue to enjoy living in Annapolis, Maryland. We live less than an hour’s drive from the homes of our two daughters and their families – one of whom has our only grandchildren, twin granddaughters who’ll soon be nine years old. We’re both in good health and we’re finding plenty to keep us busy in retirement. Last summer John finished his two year term as chair of the ASEE Audit Committee and Doug Tougaw of Valparaiso University succeeded him. John has been serving on the College of Engineering Advisory Committee for Old Dominion University. At last year’s College of Engineering & Technology Distinguished Honors Celebration, ODU bestowed on him the College of Engineering Distinguished Service Award.

Unfortunately, our summer schedule is crowded and we’re going to miss the ASEE Annual Conference in Indianapolis. However, our thoughts will certainly be with you at the Fellows Breakfast, the Order of Tattered Purple Badges dinner for the ASEE Past Presidents, as well as for sessions of the Mechanics Division, the Engineering Research Council, and others. As a 54 year ASEE member, this organization is very close to my heart. We’re all grateful to Frank Gourley for his outstanding job of keeping us so well informed. He’s going to be one tough act to follow. Our E-mail address, johnaweese@comcast.net, is unchanged and we’d be glad to hear from you. We extend our very best wishes to all! John Weese

Although I retired three years ago I have been teaching as an adjunct since then. This year was my 50th year in the classroom at the University of Cincinnati. I have decided to make this my last year. Kathryn and I have been busy for the last three years hosting a female Afghan student who just recently graduated with an associate degree. It has been quite an exciting experience having a young adult in our home again having raised seven of our own. This is a continuation of our lifelong commitment to Afghanistan since my initial appointment there in the late 60’s. Kathryn and I have also had the great good fortune of having a building at the Clermont campus of the University of Cincinnati named “James and Kathryn McDonough Hall”. Something the faculty and staff did after our two stints as dean. Jim McDonough

Susan and I are enjoying our retirement - now three years. I do miss the Fellows gatherings at the ASEE Annual Meetings and wish everyone good health and good times. Since last year, while enjoying our grandchildren and new home/community/friends here in New Jersey, we have continued our worldwide travels - last Fall we did a Baltic cruise and just this winter did almost 6 weeks in India, Cambodia and Viet Nam. We already have three trips planned ahead, a family cruise in the Caribbean, a Panama Canal cruise for November with new friends, and a month-long cruise around most of South America next winter. Looking forward to eventually reaching a bucket-list item of 100 countries. We did the 50 states already, much helped by the wandering location of ASEE Annual Conferences over the years. Hope to see you all sometime. Wishing the best to all my ‘old’ friends! Ronald S. Kane (Ron)

Matt Ohland was appointed as a Professoral Research Fellow in Engineering Education at Central Queensland University in Rockhampton, Queensland, Australia. His primary appointment is still as a Professor of Engineering Education at Purdue University.
Michael O’Hair  Sharon and I just got back from two great weeks in Hawaii. We cruised for a week with three other couples and spent the second week in a condo on Maui. We started the cruise in Honolulu on the Island of Oahu, and visited Maui, Hawaii (the big island), Kauai, and returned to Honolulu. I took my first helicopter ride on Kauai. Sharon and I celebrated our 48th wedding anniversary while we were there. I am really glad Sharon said yes when I proposed to her 48 ½ years ago. This was our fourth visit to Hawaii. While Sharon and I have a long travel bucket list, we will probably return to Hawaii someday. It is a special place.

My big news - I am retiring effective August 31st. After 38 years working in higher education administration in one form or another, I decided it's time to call it quits. I hope to be able to have more time to devote to my hobbies including woodworking and wood turning. It’s been a great run. My best wishes to all my fellow “Fellows,” Gerald S. Jakubowski

P.S. I’m vacationing in Hawaii as I write this! (Disclaimer: I did not travel to Hawaii to take this picture of Jerry and Mike. It seemed to be the only one in my collection of Jerry. – Ed.)

As for me, I have transitioned from Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer to Senior Advisor on assignment to the President’s Office, and still working on behalf of the University of Florida. Win Phillips

Ashok Agrawal, who retired from St. Louis Community College in January 2013 as vice president for academic affairs and has since joined ASEE as a staff member, recently completed the Doctorate in Management degree, with emphasis in Community College Policy and Administration, at the University of Maryland - University College. He began this latest journey in 2010; actually this was his third try, prior attempts in 1986 and 2001 had to be terminated due to family and work commitments. Ashok Agrawal

Ted Branoff is retiring from the Department of STEM Education on July 1 after nearly 28 years as a faculty at North Carolina State University. On July 1 he will start a new career as the Chair of the Department of Technology at Illinois State University in Normal, Illinois.

Unfortunately, I won't be in Indy. IACEE’s biennial World Conference on CEE is the following week at Stanford University and I have to be in Palo Alto from 22 June - 28 June. Enjoy the ASEE Conference! Frank Burris
**Wolt Fabrycky** continues to be a tireless mentor and advocate for economic thinking within the profession of engineering. An invitation to join with five other "Gurus in Systems Thinking (GiST)" to conduct a two-year series of Asia-Pacific workshops in Singapore was a recent example.

Engineering economy became Wolt's engineering education foundation after receiving his doctorate more than a half-century ago. He helped mature this systems-oriented subject into required status for all engineering students and seamlessly integrated engineering economics into engineering education through the inter-discipline of systems engineering. It was retirement in 1999 that has made it possible for Wolt to increase his worldwide lecturing and web-based collaboration.

Wolt continues to serve as Chairman of Omega Alpha, the International Systems Engineering Honor Society that he founded in 2006 (www.omegalpha.org). He was recognized by INCOSE with a special Benefactor Award at the 2013 International Symposium in Philadelphia.

**Vince Poor** of Princeton University was elected a Foreign Member of the Royal Society at its election meeting on April 30, 2014. At Princeton, Vince is Dean of the School of Engineering and Applied Science, and the Michael Henry Strater University Professor of Electrical Engineering. In addition to the Royal Society, Vince is also a member of the National Academy of Engineering, the National Academy of Sciences, and the Royal Academy of Engineering of the U.K. An ASEE Fellow since 2003, he is also a Fellow of the IEEE and other scientific and technical organizations. Other recognition of his work includes a Guggenheim Fellowship in 2002, the 2005 IEEE Education Medal, the 2014 URSI Booker Gold Medal, and honorary doctorates from the Aalborg University, HKUST and the University of Edinburgh. The Royal Society, is a learned society for science, and is possibly the oldest such society still in existence. Founded in November 1660, it was granted a Royal Charter by King Charles II. Its Fellows and Foreign Members have included Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin and Albert Einstein. The Royal Society is essentially the national academy of sciences for the UK. This year 50 Fellows were elected from the UK and Commonwealth countries and 10 Foreign Members were elected from other countries.

You hit it right on the head, with "recent inactivates! Other than suffering thru this awesome weather in Naples, Florida, and playing golf 3 or 4 times a week, not much. I am still the "volunteer associate dean" at UMaine, and process the college admissions on-line. Other than that, and volunteering one day a week at the Habitat for Humanity Homestore, I read a lot of books. See you in June, **John McDonough**

Thanks for doing this again. My only bit of work-related news is that I'll be teaching this summer again at the Politecnico di Torino, Italy. This is the second year for this particular Iowa State University study abroad program. This program is a portion of a cooperative agreement between the two universities that was signed last year. Student exchanges will begin in the fall. On the personal side, Grandchildren numbers 10 and 11, Charlotte and Isaac, entered the world. Larry Genalo
Finally retired for good this time although I have a one semester "severance sabbatical" to clean up loose ends after teaching at Tech for 47 years. Parkinson's is also slowing me down these days.

**Paul Torgersen**

The big news from the Feisels this year is that we have moved into a retirement community in Chestertown, MD. We are in a cottage, but Heron Point is a full service facility so if either of us ever need assisted living or skilled care, they are available right here. Chestertown has a population of about 5,000 and is the home of Washington College, a high end liberal arts school. We are right on the Chester River so we have a lot of wildlife neighbors. *Lyle's Laws* has sold over 500 copies and orders continue to trickle in. Amazon sells three or four a week so people are still learning about the book. I will be at the Annual Conference in June but will, with great regret, miss the Fellows Breakfast. I am on the IEEE Foundation BOD and need to be in New Jersey Wednesday evening. So someone else will have to keep Angie in line. Best regards to all my fellow Fellows, **Lyle Feisel**

After finishing my term as ABET Commissioner, I've been doing a lot of traveling. We did a tour of the Canadian Rockies last fall, followed by a cruise from San Diego down the west coast to Peru, stopping at various South and Central American ports. In January we took a cruise around New Zealand and over to Australia. Now we have summer plans for a family reunion in Quebec, followed by two weeks in Switzerland, with a few days each in Poland and Lithuania, visiting ancestral territories. For next January we have booked a land and river cruise in India. A busy schedule! Activities related to engineering are very limited, but include judging capstone design projects. I always enjoy reading the news of our engineering colleagues. Regards to all, **Joan Gosink**

“Tom Roberts will retire July 4 from his post as assistant dean for recruitment and leadership development and associate professor in the department of architectural engineering and construction science and management at K-State. He has handled recruiting of new students, professional development and leadership studies, and has served as adviser for the Engineering Ambassadors and Steel Ring student organizations. In looking toward a retirement “wish list,” first and foremost for Tom will be spending more time with his family. He and his wife, Karen, an assistant professor in family studies and human services, have one son in Olathe, and a second son and family in France and Italy.”

(The above are excerpts from a long article prepared by the K-State staff for publication. –Ed.) As always, your efforts on behalf of ASEE Fellows are appreciated! I, too, am joining the ranks of the retired in July. The article does not mention the importance of ASEE to my career. I've been attending ASEE meetings since 1981. The exchange of information with colleagues within the Section, and globally; the opportunities for scholarship; the workshops and paper sessions; and the lessons learned, have been invaluable! ASEE has created more (and better) opportunities for professional development than any other organization of which I am a member. Part of my retirement plans are to help recognize others that have long and dedicated service to our profession. I plan to be in Indy - see you then. Thanks, **Tom Roberts**
FRANK AND GANG; I don't recall if the attached was ever sent, so I will try to get to you. Can't find it, so this is a new and improved version (any change is an improvement). This was for 2013: After being dormant for several years we decided that 'now or never' is a good phrase and to get off our butts. We had the annual trip to Sea Island for the family and a few friends. It seems that as the crowd ages, it is more and more trouble to find times when a majority can attend.

College rush week; sports camps; weddings have led to the repeated threat to scrub the event, but somehow tradition, going on 20 years, seems to be the deciding factor. We did sneak a long weekend with my son, Charles, and granddaughter, Laura, to High Hampton, NC in June before the Sea Island week. A river trip in Germany has been under consideration for years, so we took it. The Mosel, Rhine and Main Rivers were cruised the end of September 2013. A very delightful trip with the MIT group - lots of wine and some beer (October Fest). The idea came to me that if we survived the river cruise we might revisit the Venice to Rome area the first part of November. The cruise was GREAT, saw a lot of the places I flew over in WWII. We recommend Kotor, a drowned river fiord that is better than Norway's. It is absolutely breath taking. This late in the year the weather caused some alterations; canceled Mt. Etna; Sorrento/Capri; Portofino with substitute of Naples and Fenoa. Not red hot but any port in a storm is good. The trip home was long and we were worn out and as a result. Barbara has taken my passport. A Thanksgiving in Greenville with the younger Hanemans was cancelled due to cold left over from the trips. Many of you may remember Lee Harrisburger, past Dean of Engineering at UT-PB. Lee has been working on a wonderful project combing his artistic ability and craftsmanship to recognize scholastic effort in the grade schools. He has put together framed pieces of modern art and sends 4 units to a teacher for her use in encouraging students to do better work in the hopes that we will have better retention. I questioned the success of the idea and turned a set over to a teacher in grades 6 to 8. What a howling success. Other teachers were asking for some and the kids clamoring for them. My set was number twenty something. Lee has been doing this out of his pocket and deserves some recognition.

For 2014 we are going to Sea Island in July. Other than that, it depends. The local Boys and Girls Club has indicated that they would like my model RR. All that remains to do is get a mover. Lost all my shots of the two trips to Europe - they are in this computer somewhere. Best to all. **Vince Haneman**

I am responding to your recent request for "news" for the next Fellows Newsletter. To date me, I was ASEE president 1976-77 and retired as Interim Dean of the College of Engineering at Iowa State University in 1995. Since that time, I have remained active on the campus primarily in development and alumni relations. A very recent and exciting change in my life was my marriage to Martha Coover Anderson, a fellow Iowa Stater from the class of 1948 and the daughter of Mervin Coover, a former Dean of Engineering at ISU in whose honor our EE building is named. A more current association with ASEE is though Sarah Rajalah, who is our present dean and a more recent past ASEE president. With best regards, **George Burnet**

George Burnet, Anson Marston distinguished professor emeritus, displays glimpses Feb. 3, 2014, of his 70-plus years with Iowa State chemical engineering.

Ed. – In the middle of compiling this issue of the Newsletter, I received a surprise packet in the mail from George Burnet. It included a nice note and archival material from past meetings of the Fellows. Among the materials were three items that immediately caught my eye – a 1983 publication of ASEE with all the charter Fellow Members including a photo and write-up of each member, the 1995 Fellow Bylaws approved by the ASEE Board of Directors, and ‘Some Reminiscences of ASEE Fellows: 1993’ written by 16 of the Fellows in response to a request by John C. Calhoun for an ASEE Fellows Centennial Celebration (1993) document.

George’s note reads: “Dear Frank, I am sorting my files to prepare items for the Iowa State archives and came across this ASEE Fellows file. It dates back to the founding of the Fellows in 1983. Assuming there is a Fellows archive (at ASEE Hqtrs?) you might be interested in these items. John Calhoun and I played a key role in getting Board approval and the Fellows program. We surveyed several professional engineering societies to see what criteria, bylaws, etc. they were using. We worked with a small committee to select the inaugural class of fellows that was approved by the Board. Cordially, George Burnet”
I had the good fortune of participating in the International Conference on Electronic Systems Signal Processing and Communication Technologies (ICESC-2014). It was a very big gathering in Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management in Nagpur, India. I had a chance to be a guest speaker on the plenary session and was on the podium with the distinguished guests, including dignities from the Defense Department of India. It was publicized not only in Nagpur press, but all over Member of Parliament of India. It was the most successful conference we’ve had at this Deemed College in India. I did try to advertise about the ASEE’s promotion of accreditation by ABET as one step in becoming a world-class university. These are the news clippings about the meeting. I hope you will attach it in your material for Fellows. See you in Indianapolis. Kanti Prasad (See news photos below. – Ed.)

Your Editor’s travels lately included a week cruise in the Western Caribbean in January; skiing in March; a two-week trip to Japan in March; a week on the banks of the New River in the mountains of NC in early April; and Memorial Day weekend with a group of friends on an annual (37th year) Canoe the New trip in northwest North Carolina followed by a ‘down-the-mountain’ bicycle outing. In between travels, he has completed a live-edge, solid cherry desk and added to his gallery of photos. Lately, he has organized his wood shop, adding a sanding room, a dust collection system, and wood and supply storage shelving. He and Genene continue to host, weekly, a group of ‘painters’ in their watercolor studio. Frank Gourley
I wanted to let all my Fellows friends know that I will not be at the annual conference in Indianapolis. I had thought that I might make it, but that did not work out.

Now that I have to travel on my own nickel (on my own ‘Grover Cleveland’ might be more accurate), I have to be more selective, and that largely means trips that will be of interest to my daughters, Sarah and Emily, whom many of you know. That is basically why I will not be in Indy. You can, however, expect me to inflict myself on you at the 2015 Annual in Seattle. The girls loved Vancouver, with after-trips to Victoria and Washington, and they have been looking forward to another trip to the Pacific Northwest. It will likely take an act of god to keep us away.

In the meantime, I've done two ‘Grover Cleveland’ trips this year, with a third planned for early June. The first was most of a week at CIEC in Savannah in February, which the girls enjoyed very much. The second was several days in New York City in April, with family visiting from Arizona, but without Sarah and Emily. The third will be a week with family in San Diego, accompanied by the girls, who have not been to San Diego since they were about five years old. We are going to have fun, but I need to watch those ‘Clevelands’; they add up fast.

Dwight Wardell

**ASEE Lifetime Achievement Award**

The ASEE Lifetime Achievement Award recognizes individuals who have retired or who are near the ends of their careers for sustained contributions to education in the fields of engineering and/or engineering technology. The contributions may be in teaching, education, research, administration or educational programs, professional service, or any combination thereof.

The award was established through the efforts of the ASEE Lifetime Achievement Award Steering Committee and funded by an endowment created for this award by the contributions of ASEE Life Members and like-minded, Not-Yet-Life Member Fellows.

The recipient will receive a $1,000 honorarium, travel assistance up to $1,000 for travel to the ASEE Annual Conference to receive the award, and a commemorative plaque.

**Eligibility:** Candidates shall have demonstrated sustained contributions to education in the fields of engineering and/or engineering technology throughout their careers. The candidates will be retired or near retirement and will have devoted their careers primarily to engineering education. ASEE membership is not required. Self-nominations are not allowed.
- Lia Brillhart

**Editor Comments**

This is my last issue as Editor of the Fellows Newsletter. I thank you for this privilege which you have entrusted to me for the last eight years! It has been a pleasure to interact with so many of you as part of the process of compiling the Newsletter. Thanks so much for your support and responsiveness to my periodic requests. Your feedback comments about the Newsletter are important to the Editor. Lucy Morse is the incoming Editor. I am sure she will do a fine job in that capacity. Your support of her in responding to news requests and commenting on the Newsletter will, I’m sure, be appreciated. – Frank Gourley
ASEE ACADEMY OF FELLOWS
ANNUAL MEETING
Wednesday, June 18, 2014; 8:45-10:15am
Indianapolis, IN
Tentative, Preliminary Agenda
Subject to Change with, or without, notice

1. Meeting Call to Order
2. Moment of Silence
3. Remarks: Executive Director, Dr. Norman Fortenberry
4. Recognition of ASEE Officers in attendance
5. Introduction of Academy of Fellows Officers
6. New Fellows Introduction
7. Not-So-New Fellows Introduction
8. Greetings from Absent Fellows
9. Recognition of ASEE Staff
10. Remarks: ASEE President Kenneth Galloway
11. Remarks: ASEE President-Elect Nicholas Altiero
12. Old Business
13. New Business
14. Election of new Secretary, Vice Chair, and Chair Elect
15. Announcement for Photos
16. Announcement of Next Meeting
17. Passing of the Gavel
18. Adjournment

Fellows Info at ASEE Website
Info about the Fellows may be found at the ASEE website –asee.org. At the Home Page, select For Members, Divisions & Groups, and Academy of Fellows. This will take you to the Fellows page. Options here include: List of Fellows (alpha list of Fellows with affiliation, induction year, and some photos), Newly Elected Fellows (w/ photos), Officers, How to Nominate, Meeting Minutes, and Newsletters. On the left side is also a Fellows Contact Info choice which allows you to do an alpha search for an individual you want to contact. Click on the plus (+) sign to see the contact info you need.
- Frank Gourley, Newsletter Editor

Reduced Membership Dues Reminder
If you are retired, or if you have ‘been around’ long enough, you might qualify for reduced, or no, membership dues as a Retired or Life Member.

For professional members who have retired from full-time employment, dues are $30/year. Members whose years of age plus years of continuous paid membership in ASEE totals 100 or more, upon application to and approval by the ASEE Board of Directors or the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors, become Life Members and pay no dues. (Dues: $0.) Life Members pay a nominal registration fee for the Annual Conference. Retired Members receive a 50% discount on registration. All members pay for ticketed events.

Check out the Membership web pages of the ASEE website for additional information and a copy of the one-page application form, or call the ASEE Membership Department for additional information.

Photo Credits
Frank Gourley took the photographs used in this issue at the 2013 Academy of Fellows meeting in Atlanta, except for the photos of the new Fellows and award recipients, which were from ASEE. Other news photos were from individuals. Special thanks to Tonya Jackson, ASEE staff, for her assistance with photos and info about the new Fellows.

Academy Officers and Editors
Mary Anderson-Rowland, Chair, mary.anderson@asu.edu
Carl Locke, Past Chair, lok@ku.edu
Wally Fowler, Secretary, Vice Chair, and Chair Elect, Frank Gourley, Newsletter Editor, fgourley@wvutech.edu

(Mary, Frank, Wally, and Carl)